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Abstract
With the globalization of culture and economic trade, it is increasingly important not
only to detect outbreaks of infectious disease early, but also to anticipate the social
response to the disease. In this thesis, we use social network analysis and data mining
methods to model negative social response (NSR), where a society demonstrates strain
associated with a disease. Specifically, we apply real world biosurveillance data on over
11,000 initial events to: 1) describe how negative social response spreads within an
outbreak, and 2) analytically predict negative social response to an outbreak. In the
first approach, we developed a meta-model that describes the interrelated spread of
disease and NSR over a network. This model is based on both a susceptible-infective-
recovered (SIR) epidemiology model and a social influence model. It accurately
captured the collective behavior of a complex epidemic, providing insights on the
volatility of social response. In the second approach, we introduced a multi-step
joint methodology to improve the detection and prediction of rare NSR events.
The methodology significantly reduced the incidence of false positives over a more
conventional supervised learning model. We found that social response to the spread
of an infectious disease is predictable, despite the seemingly random occurrence of
these events. Together, both approaches offer a framework for expanding a society’s
critical biosurveillance capability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, we describe a technical approach for modeling social response to the
spread of an infectious disease. This chapter provides some background on the field
of biosurveillance, lists the research objectives, outlines the technical approaches
utilized, and presents a brief overview of the thesis organization.
1.1 Biosurveillance
Biosurveillance is a process for identifying disease in people, plants and animals.
More specifically, it monitors global health and disease trends to identify emerging
problems. This paper focuses on the operational side of biosurveillance, using real-
time social reporting to anticipate, detect, recognize and track infectious disease
events, and to facilitate a proactive response. However, there are a variety of other
relevant biosurveillance definitions.
Biosurveillance also keeps track of viruses, bacteria and other agents that can
cause disease, and identifies problems with public health infrastructure that can
worsen a disease outbreak. A good biosurveillance system detects factors that
predispose to disease, identifies cases of disease, predicts whether an outbreak or
epidemic will occur, and anticipates secondary problems associated with an outbreak.
Biosurveillance is a repetitive process of collecting and analyzing data, making
decisions, and responding appropriately to a bio-event, as shown in Figure 1-1 [1].
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Figure 1-1: The biosurveillance process, represented as a positive feedback loop
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has a more explicit
definition of biosurveillance that emphasizes the response to an outbreak. The
underlying purpose of biosurveillance is to prevent or alleviate the impact of an
infectious disease outbreak on the population, such as malady, loss of life and economic
impacts. Accordingly, the CDC defines biosurveillance as the practice of managing
health-related data and information, to provide [2]:
• Early warning of threats and hazards
• Early detection of events
• Quick characterization of events to mitigate adverse health effects
Biosurveillance not only monitors natural disease outbreaks, but also incidents of
bioterrorism. The CDC defines bioterrorism as the deliberate release of viruses,
bacteria, or other agents used to cause illness or death in people, animals, or plants
[3]. Because biological agents are extremely difficult to detect and have a delayed
impact on the population, they are an ideal weapon for terrorists. The most effective
way to detect a bioterrorism attack is through biosurveillance, which should identify
an outbreak regardless of its origin. Thus biosurveillance is an crucial component of
any modern government’s defense program.
However, it is only recently that biosurveillance has become a viable option. As
with many other types of surveillance, it depends on the collection and analysis of
vast amounts of data. With the exponential rise in computing power, it is finally
possible to identify emerging problems in a timely manner. Yet despite the increase
in biosurveillance data, a unified approach is still lacking. As an example, consider the
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June 2011 outbreak of enterohaemorrhagic E. coli in Germany. The outbreak spread
to most of Europe and underscored the need for increased biosurveillance capability.
Considered one of the world’s worst outbreaks of E. coli, the deadly strain infected
over 3000 people and caused at least 39 deaths [4]. Figure 1-2 shows the extent of the
epidemic [5]. Because the outbreak was unanticipated, and the public health system
was not prepared for an outbreak of this size, the disease spread virtually unhindered
through livestock, agriculture, and the food supply. It took weeks to identify the
source of the outbreak, much longer than it should have.
Figure 1-2: Cases of a deadly strain of E. coli originating in Germany and spreading
throughout Europe, as of 11 June 2011. It demonstrated the need for a more effective
and timely global biosurveillance capability.
This outbreak illustrates several problems still facing many biosurveillance
systems. According to the National Biosurveillance Advisory Subcommittee (NBAS),
this outbreak showed a lack of common terminology and a shortage of people who
have the capacity to recognize and analyze these risks. It also underscored the effect
of globalization on the spread of infectious disease. Another problem is the need
for lateral thinking, to identify the outbreak using alternative means. Information
that tracks pathogen profiles in animals and agriculture already exists in disparate
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agencies, and had it been collected in a centralized database, it wouldn’t have taken so
long to isolate the cause of the outbreak [4]. Instead of waiting to find pathogens in the
human population and then working back to find the source, effective biosurveillance
should detect E. coli in the food supply and prevent it from reaching humans. Google
Flu Trends is an example of biosurveillance that uses an alternative tracking method.
It reports the incidence and spread of Influenza using certain search terms – spikes
in searches for flu symptoms are a good indicator of the disease.
By cultivating the ability to quickly identify new cases of infectious disease,
a society can also mitigate the economic impact of an outbreak. Various forms
of biosurveillance contribute billions of dollars to U.S. spending – expenditures
for hospital infection control, public health surveillance, training, research, and
improvement of existing health infrastructures [1]. The implementation of a
consolidated biosurveillance system could manage public health and safety more
efficiently and with fewer resources.
We have thus far discussed biosurveillance in the context of the disease itself –
how the disease directly impacts the population. However, the scope of biosurveillance
includes the indirect consequences of the disease. Recall that biosurveillance monitors
global health and disease trends to identify emerging problems; these problems are
not limited to just the disease. This research focuses on the prediction and monitoring
of socio-economic issues resulting from the disease spread. Specifically, we will rely
on the following definition:
Negative Social Response (NSR). A society demonstrates strain associated with
the spread of an infectious disease; often results from an uncommon or unusual
occurrence.
Examples of severe behavioral negative social responses include hoarding of
medical supplies, rioting, or mass flight from the region. We also consider mild non-
behavioral cases like anxiety, as precursors of more unstable and hazardous situations.
Severe social responses are especially troublesome in already unstable regions,
where fear can often outpace the infection. Consider recent events in Haiti –
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following on the heels of a massive earthquake in January 2010, UN workers
unintentionally contaminated the water supply with Cholera. It spread quickly
through the population, and in two years the situation has only deteriorated as the
death toll rises. As of March 2012, the NY Times reports the world has contributed
$230 million to combating Haiti’s unexpected epidemic, and the United Nations is
now asking for an additional $53.9 million just to make it through the rainy season
[6]. Many victims are seeking recompense from the UN, the epidemic has repeatedly
sparked violent riots in the capital, and public mistrust of the government continues
to grow. The Haitian cholera epidemic is an example of both the direct impact of a
disease on the population and the costly social response that follows.
Below are several additional examples of outbreaks with social responses that
negatively impacted a society.
• Bolivia, fall 2008 to spring 2009: Dengue Fever [7]
– Most serious outbreak of the disease in the last 20 years.
– Direct impact of the outbreak on the hospitality and tourism industry of
Bolivia, and the virtual collapse of hospital and clinic systems in some
areas.
• Singapore, April 2009: Gastroenteritis/Vibrio parahaemolyticus [8]
– Market in Singapore reputed to be the center of gastroenteritis outbreak.
– Multiple cases of fatal food poisoning, subsequently confirmed by author-
ities.
– Market was temporarily closed. At the time, the Ministry of Health was
engaged and the local hospitality industry was negatively impacted due to
the distribution of contaminated market products.
• Argentina, May to June 2009: Influenza/respiratory disease [9][10]
– Record absentee rates partly due to influenza/respiratory disease at schools
in the greater Buenos Aires area, as well as panic buying of facemasks from
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pharmacies.
– Additional reports of civil unrest during the same time period (residents
attacked a bus transporting a suspected case to a local medical facility).
Although biosurveillance primarily focuses on the disease itself, we propose an in-
depth examination of the perception of the disease, which can have equally damaging
consequences. This falls under the category of quickly characterizing a bio-event
to mitigate adverse health effects – once an infectious disease outbreak has been
identified, the goal is to anticipate or describe the social response.
1.2 Research Objectives & Technical Approaches
The purpose of this thesis is modeling social response to the spread of an infectious
disease. There are two complementary research objectives, utilizing different technical
approaches:
1. Use social network analysis to describe how negative social response spreads
within an outbreak.
2. Use data mining to analytically predict negative social response to an outbreak.
To accomplish these research objectives, we build our models using recent historic
biosurveillance data. Social response is modeled as an idea spreading across a social
network over time, and as a predictable binary response to a single outbreak. We
then analyze these models using two technical approaches: social network analysis
and data mining.
Social network analysis allows us to study the relationships among individuals who
are represented as nodes with ties on a network [11]. This research uses agent-based
modeling (ABM) to simulate interactions between individuals, and examines how
those interactions spread an infectious disease and an associated social response across
a complex social network. Furthermore, we test on real world data to demonstrate
that the model captures the collective behavior of a society. An epidemic can be
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reduced to a series of simple agent interactions on a network, which can then help
describe how NSR spreads within an outbreak.
Data mining is a broad term for the process of discovering patterns in large
datasets, through the use of machine learning, artificial intelligence, statistics, or a
variety of other methods [12]. We employ a combination of data processing, decision
trees, and classification algorithms on the biosurveillance data to predict negative
social response to the spread of an infectious disease.
1.3 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 2, we describe the data and its unique characteristics, with special focus
on the rarity of a true negative social response. In Chapter 3, we present the
two technical approaches described above – the agent-based social network model
formulation and the data-driven predictive model methodology. In Chapter 4, we
report the simulation results of the social network analysis and the performance of the
NSR predictions. Chapter 5 discusses our conclusions and provides recommendations
for future research.
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Chapter 2
The Data
In order to detect negative social response to the spread of an infectious disease, the
underlying outbreak must first be detected. Biosurveillance can accomplish this in
a variety of ways. Monitoring of agriculture and livestock industries can help track
food-borne illnesses. Sales of over-the-counter medications can indicate unreported or
undiagnosed infections, as can absenteeism from work or school. As seen with Google
Flu Trends, online search terms can identify emerging Influenza outbreaks. The data
used in this study takes a similar approach to identifying bio-events – rather than
relying on more traditional methods like physician or hospital reporting, the data
is collected primarily from media sources and the world wide web. The advantage
of this approach is first and foremost near-real-time reporting of outbreaks, but the
disadvantage is varying levels of reliability. While some media sources are more
reliable than others, we can never assume that a report is the full and accurate truth.
It is only ever the truth as reported. However, early warning of an outbreak is worth
enduring some small uncertainty in the data. It is better to receive an early warning
(true or false), than to find out too late.
This chapter will give an overview of the biosurveillance data used for this research,
describe some important characteristics of the data, and conclude with two in-depth
examples of real world outbreaks.
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2.1 Data Overview
This study uses recent historical biosurveillance data provided by Ascel Bio, a
company that leverages infectious disease forecasts and alerts to eliminate the
guesswork of disease seasonality, anticipate healthcare demands, and support decision-
makers [13]. The data is a historical compilation of near-real-time, multi-source
biosurveillance reports, covering more than 200 countries and 30 languages. It
spans over 300 infectious disease entities affecting primarily humans and animals,
and was compiled using a combination of computer-based technology and human
expertise. Analysts employed native linguistic and cultural context, as well as
extensive professional training, to detect the earliest indicators of an infectious
disease before that information filtered up through normal channels. To protect the
proprietary data collection process, the following discussion of the data is limited to
a high level overview.
The data is collected primarily from media sources and the world wide web, and
contains approximately 11,600 labeled outbreaks of infectious disease, from September
2008 to May 2009. The available attributes in the dataset, also referred to as features
or variables, provide information on the disease, the response, and the population.
Each outbreak also contains information on the social response, which has been
combined to create the target outcome label: “Negative Social Response” or “No
Response”. This is the binary classification problem we will consider further in
Chapter 3.
2.2 Rarity of Negative Social Response
The most important characteristic of the Ascel Bio data is that negative social
response (NSR) to the spread of an infectious disease is an exceedingly rare
occurrence. Out of approximately 11,600 events, only 367 exhibit a negative social
response, and very few of those are behavioral responses (such as the hoarding of
medical supplies). Furthermore, there is no clear pattern of behavior to the untrained
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eye that would indicate a negative social response. By looking only at the data, a non-
expert cannot easily discern the difference between outbreaks that spark a negative
response and those that do not. The sheer amount of no response outbreaks obscures
the rare occurrence of NSR. This is a common and troublesome issue in a variety of
fields, generically referred to as a “rare event detection problem”. For the purposes
of this research, we use the following definition:
Rare Event Detection Problem. Less than 5% of the data are associated with
indicators of negative social response.
There are many examples of rare event detection problems outside biosurveillance,
such as identifying email spam, facial detection in images, or diagnosing cancer. To
better understand how to cope with a rare event problem, we examine how social
response varies in more detail.
2.3 Data Characteristics
The data contains reports from 11 different regions of the world and over 200 countries.
If we narrow the analysis by region, we see incredible variation in negative social
response. Figure 2-1 shows that Africa (6.7%), South Asia (8.5%) and the Caribbean
(9.5%) have much higher rates of NSR, despite having fewer total events than Europe
(1.5%) or North America (1.6%). This suggests some kind of underlying regional
differences, that either (a) a region is actually more prone to negatively respond to
an outbreak, or (b) a region is more likely to report a given response as negative.
Both cases indicate that region is an important factor in determining negative social
response.
In addition, Figure 2-2 breaks down the composition of NSR events into mild and
behavioral responses. A mild response is typically characterized as anxiety about
the spreading infection. It can also occur when media sources report panic in the
population, but there is no evidence of a behavioral response. Note the variation in
the level of behavioral cases; for example, of all Caribbean outbreaks with negative
23
Figure 2-1: Negative Social Response vs. Number of Outbreaks. Incidence rate of
NSR varies widely by region.
Figure 2-2: Region vs. Number of NSR Outbreaks. Composition of NSR events varies
widely by region.
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social responses, 40% are behavioral, while only 7% are behavioral in Russia and
Central Asia. Not only are some regions more likely to exhibit negative social response
to the spread of an infectious disease, but those responses are also more likely to be
extreme.
The data can also be examined by disease. There are over 170 diseases reported
in the data; some are specific infections (e.g. Plague, caused by the bacterium
Yersinia pestis), while others are generic diseases with multiple underlying causes
(e.g. Respiratory Disease or Gastroenteritis). If we narrow the analysis by disease,
we again see a large amount of variation in negative social response.
The 10 most commonly reported diseases in the data are shown in Figure 2-3.
Although Chikungunya Fever (CHIKV) has roughly the same number of outbreaks
as Salmonella Infection, CHIKV is almost ten times more likely to inspire a negative
social response. One reason for this difference is that while Salmonella is a common
bacterial disease affecting the intestinal tract and is usually not serious for healthy
individuals, CHIKV is a painful and increasingly widespread disease. Additionally,
Figure 2-3: Negative Social Response vs. Number of Outbreaks. Top 10 most common
diseases show the incidence rate of NSR varies widely by disease.
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during the period represented in this data, CHIKV was spreading eastward from
Africa with unusually severe symptoms. Inhabitants mistook the disease for epidemic
Dengue Fever or Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever, generating a negative social response.
This example illustrates why the data shows variation in NSR by disease – much
depends on the context of pathogen presentation within a community.
In addition to seeing social responses vary by disease, we also see common diseases
vary by region. NSR highly depends on the nature of the infection, the location of the
outbreak, and whether the infection is endemic. In epidemiology, an infection is said
to be endemic when it is maintained in the population without the need for external
inputs. While there are many other factors that drive negative social response, disease
and region contribute the majority of influence. As an example, compare North
America to South Asia. Figure 2-4 illustrates the extent of the differences between
two regions. Of the ten most common diseases in South Asia and the ten most
common diseases in North America, only three are shared by both – Respiratory
Disease, Gastroenteritis, and Dengue Fever. For South Asia, diseases like Malaria
Figure 2-4: Comparison of the most common diseases in South Asia and North
America, showing the wide disparity between regions. Only 3 diseases are common
enough to be represented in the top 10 of both regions.
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and Typhoid Fever are routine, while on the other side of the world, Influenza is
common.
What happens when the situation changes? West Nile Virus originated in Africa
and was first discovered in the United States in 1999. By 2002, thousands of
individuals became infected and the CDC recorded several hundred fatalities [14].
The outbreak strained resources and spread anxiety about how to combat the then
relatively unknown disease. It is now endemic to the US. The spread of West Nile
Virus is a classic example of how multiple factors combine to drive public perception.
Although there are many factors that precipitate negative social response, often
the disease itself and how it presents in the community is the primary impetus.
Figure 2-5 on the following page displays the most commonly reported infections in
the data. Negative social response is generally too rare to visually determine any
variation, but numerically the incidence rate of NSR for the top diseases ranges from
zero in many cases to 17% with Anthrax (for good reason).
The data also contains many other variables that influence social response to the
spread of an infectious disease. Since they cannot be discussed for contractual reasons,
this study presents region and disease as important illustrations of the complex nature
of NSR. We propose that the data accurately captures the characteristics of real world
bio-events, and we will use this information to help model social response to the spread
of an infectious disease.
2.4 Temporal Features of the Data
In addition to the 11,600 initial outbreaks reported in the data, there are 9,200 reports
that contain updated outbreak information. An initial bio-event may have no updates,
it may have several, or in the case of an epidemic there may be 100 updates. Thus,
for certain outbreaks we can establish a timeline of how the infection progressed.
While our research only considers the initial outbreaks for the data-driven predictive
analysis, we utilize updates to establish the spread of the disease for an individual
outbreak, and apply this information to the social network analysis.
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Figure 2-5: Disease vs. Number of Outbreaks. Top 50 most common diseases.
Incidence rate of NSR varies from 0-17%.
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2.5 Example Outbreaks
Two outbreaks of Dengue Fever were selected from the data to contrast the difference
between an outbreak with no response and one with an exaggerated negative social
response. Although the specific locations of the outbreaks have been redacted, they
are both real world events that took place in large cities. City X was selected for
its lack of social response, and City Y was selected for more extreme NSR. These
examples were also chosen because of the amount of information available in the
updates. After the initial report of the outbreak, updated reports include the number
of individuals infected, changes in the outbreak, and the social response. In addition,
Outbreak X and Outbreak Y will later be used to validate the social network model
in the results.
2.5.1 City X in South Asia
From September to October 2008, a large urban metropolis in South Asia experienced
a typical outbreak of Dengue Fever. The disease is endemic to the region, as it is
in most tropical areas of the world that experience long rainy seasons. Figure 2-6
and Table 2.1 show the progression of the disease, from the first reports to when new
infections began to decline, as reported in the biosurveillance data.
Figure 2-6: City X in South Asia: total number of reported cases over time.
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Table 2.1: Detailed Updates of Dengue Fever event in City X
Day NSR Detailed Reports
1 No 13 new confirmed cases of Dengue with 1 fatality. Normal
outbreak for this time of year.
3 No 65 total cases.
5 No 83 total cases.
11 Yes 142 total cases; sudden spurt of new infections.
13 No 168 total cases; local authorities predict that the situation
will be brought under control within ten days.
18 No 255 total cases.
21 No 47 new cases of Dengue; another fatality.
24 No 370 total cases.
26 No 435 total cases; government reports no need to panic, the
number of Dengue cases are not higher than expected.
27 No 458 total cases.
28 No 478 total cases; approaching epidemic proportions.
32 No 564 total cases; contrary reports state that outbreak is both
normal and higher than expected.
36 No 599 total cases.
41 No 724 total cases.
42 No 743 total cases.
46 No 809 total cases.
54 No 954 total cases.
55 No 995 total cases; increase in cases this year likely due to
changing weather conditions.
62 No 1070 total cases, most confirmed; declining number of new
infections due to dropping temperatures and pollution.
City X is an example of an infectious disease that exhibited no serious social
response. This outbreak occurred in a city that routinely experiences Dengue Fever
and has sufficient public health infrastructure to handle the extent of the infections.
New cases confirmed by medical professionals, and multiple media sources corroborate
the number of infections. This is a very reliable sequence of reports documenting the
spread of a typical Dengue Fever outbreak in South Asia. We will use it as a type of
baseline outbreak to contrast the differences between an outbreak with no response
and one with severe NSR.
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2.5.2 City Y in Latin America
In March 2008, a large city in Latin America experienced an atypical outbreak
of Dengue Fever. The disease is endemic to the region, but highly dependent on
the severity of the rainy season. Figure 2-7 and Table 2.2 show the progression
of the disease, from the first reports to when new infections began to decline, as
reported in the biosurveillance data. Note that the total number of reported cases
shows exponential growth; often, the curve of social reporting mirrors forensically
reconstructed epidemic curves.
Figure 2-7: City Y in Latin America: total number of reported cases over time.
Despite exaggerated numbers, we see a realistic progression of the disease.
City Y is an example of an infectious disease that sparked a widespread negative
social response. Furthermore, it was notable for the contradictory reports of what
was happening in the region, suggesting that the reported number of cases is likely
not the true spread of the disease. Although the outbreak in CIty X resulted in
approximately 1,000 cases, and the outbreak in City Y generated reports of 10,000+
cases, the increase in reported infections is likely not the cause of the NSR; rather, it
is a symptom of the negative social response. As people become increasingly agitated
in response to the disease, reports become exaggerated and spread through word-
of-mouth. By the end of the outbreak, only one-tenth of the reported cases were
actually confirmed by medical professionals. Often, confirmation of cases significantly
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lags behind real-time reporting. We must assume that the progression of the disease
is relatively accurate but may be exaggerated in scale, and that “confirmation by
authorities” is actually “confirmation of the sample size the organization in question
was able to acquire.”
Table 2.2: Detailed Updates of Dengue Fever event in City Y
Day NSR Detailed Reports
7 Yes Contrary Dengue Fever statistics reported; 1000 total
cases, with 135 suspected officially and 9 confirmed.
14 Yes 2500 total cases; 1 suspected fatality; reports of hospitals
flooded with people seeking treatment.
16 Yes 3000 total cases; 3 suspected fatalities; anxiety among
residents; hospital collapse due to elevated patient levels;
Mayor worried and national authorities become involved.
21 Yes 4270 total cases; residents alarmed, situation desperate,
increasing public health strain; situation exacerbated by
rivalries between local and national authorities.
22 Yes 5000 total cases; reports of overflowing hospitals and
collective psychosis; residents panicked but “everything
under control”.
23 Yes 6000 total cases; chaos due to politicization of situation;
some officials claiming there is no epidemic; reports of
families fleeing the city.
24 Yes 8000 total cases; lack of medical supplies, continued denial
by public officials of epidemic status; only 1/10 the number
of cases have been confirmed while other aid organizations
are reported ever higher numbers of people infected.
28 Yes 11000 total cases; reported infection rates continue to vary.
29 Yes 11363 total cases; 2 fatalities; final estimates of provincial
Dengue cases range from 1000 confirmed to 11000 reported.
The outbreak in City Y is also noticeably shorter in duration that that of City
X. We infer that the steep increase in new infections contributed to the NSR, as
indicated by the reports of hospital collapse and public health strain within a week
of the initial infections. While we can make these types of inferences about the social
response, the data does not describe specific numbers about the level of NSR or how
quickly it spreads. The models presented in the following chapters will help provide
some insight into this issue.
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Chapter 3
Models & Methodology
In this thesis, we build two models to describe social response to the spread of an
infectious disease. The models utilize the biosurveillance data in different ways, to
predict negative response to an outbreak and to understand how that response spreads
within the outbreak. After giving an overview of the models, this chapter provides
the two model formulations in more detail.
The Epidemic Social Response Model is based on a social network analysis. It
builds a network of individuals connected through social ties and analyzes how the
interactions of agents spread infection and negative social response. To validate the
model, we test it on real world examples from the data (Dengue Fever events in City X
and City Y). The model simulation shows that the complex behavior of an outbreak
can be successfully explained by a series of agent interactions on a network. This
provides useful insight into the mechanism that drives the spread of social response
to an outbreak.
The Data-driven Predictive Model uses supervised learning and a data mining
approach to data. It analytically predict outbreaks that result in negative social
response. The model employed a joint methodology to improve performance,
developed in the process of our research, that uses additional interaction features,
data enrichment, and a voting strategy. Interaction features and data enrichment help
the learning algorithms to better identify outbreaks with no response, by increasing
model specificity and creating a dataset where NSR is less rare. The voting strategy
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combines the positive characteristics of two learning algorithms, Logistic Regression
and Random Forests. The joint methodology as a whole improves performance
through the reduction of false positives, yielding reasonably accurate predictions of
negative social response to the spread of an infectious disease.
The overview below of the modeling approach illustrates the interconnected nature
of the disease and the social response.
Figure 3-1: Modeling approach – the two models represent complementary views of
social response to the spread of an infectious disease. The Epidemic Social Response
Model takes a micro view and analyzes how disease and NSR spread within an
outbreak. The Data-driven Predictive Model takes a macro view and analytically
predicts negative social response to the outbreak as a whole.
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3.1 Epidemic Social Response Model
3.1.1 Modeling Approach
We aim to model negative social response to the spread of an infectious disease using
social network analysis. Because NSR is rare and does not show clear patterns of
behavior, it is not immediately clear from the data why one outbreak sparks a negative
response and another similar outbreak does not. The Epidemic Social Response Model
simulates an outbreak and the associated strain on a population to better understand
how different outbreaks influence social response.
The Epidemic Social Response Model uses a simulation technique called Agent-
Based Modeling. ABM models a real world system as a collection of autonomous
decision-making agents, whose decisions are based on a set of rules [15]. We apply
ABM to a social network, where individuals in a population are connected to others
through social ties. These agents then repeatedly interact with each other according
to simple behavioral rules, but generate complex behavior. Emergent phenomena such
as this occur when a co-operation of unlike things cannot be reduced to their sum or
their difference; the whole is more than the sum of its parts [16]. The advantage of
ABM is its effectiveness at capturing emergent phenomena, which makes it ideal for
modeling social response. NSR is a classic example of emergence – when a population
first begins to show strain, the collective behavior of the crowd quickly eclipses that
of any one individual.
Agent-Based Modeling provides the framework for the social network analysis.
Each agent in the network has a condition consisting of his disease class (Susceptible,
Infected, or Recovered) and his negative response level (between 0 and 10). As agents
interact within the network, their conditions change according to a set of probabilistic
rules, forming two interconnected processes: the spread of negative social response
“on top of” the spread of disease, as shown in Figure 3-1. These processes can
be considered almost entirely separate from each other except for a simple coupling
device – when an agent becomes infected, his negative response level is maximized.
In the absence of this situation occurring, each process proceeds according to its own
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set of condition dynamics.
The coupling device creates an overall Epidemic Social Response Model, and allows
us to study how the spread of disease influences social response. The following sections
will examine the relevant literature and present the mathematical model formulation.
3.1.2 Related Literature
One of the primary reasons for studying networks is to comprehend the mechanisms
by which things like information, innovations, or disease spread over them. For
example, the main reason for the study of sexual contact networks is to help us
understand and potentially limit the spread of sexually transmitted diseases [17].
Social network analysis is a broad term and includes the study of network structure,
network generation, and how something spreads over a network.
Although there are many models relating to the spread of infection over a network,
or the spread of information over a network, models for the interaction of these
processes is comparatively limited. However, the work of Meloni et al [18] is very
similar to this thesis in subject matter. Their model of human mobility responses to
the large-scale spreading of infectious diseases examined how epidemic spread induces
self-initiated changes in behavior, which in turn influences the spread of the disease.
For instance, in response to an outbreak, individuals may decide to flee, inadvertently
spreading the disease. To describe this feedback loop, they use a meta-population
approach, which is a framework that describes a set of subpopulations as a network
whose links denote individual mobility across subpopulations. Meloni concludes that
the real-time availability of information on the disease and on how people react to
the disease can have a negative impact on disease containment and mitigation – self-
initiated behavioral changes may enhance disease spread [18].
There are several epidemiological models for the spread of disease over a network.
The simplest is the SIS model, or susceptible-infected-susceptible model. However,
an expanded and more widely used model is SIR, first proposed in 1927 by Kermack
and McKendrick [19]. It separates the population into three classes: susceptible (S),
meaning they aren’t infected but can catch it if exposed to someone who is, infective
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(I) meaning they have the disease and can transmit it to others, and recovered (R),
meaning they have recovered from the disease and are permanently immune, so that
they can never catch it again or pass it on to others [17]. In standard mathematical
epidemiology it is assumed that any susceptible individual has a uniform probability β
per unit time of becoming infected and that infective individuals recover and become
immune at some stochastically constant rate γ. The fractions s, i and r of individuals
in the states S, I and R are then controlled by the differential equations:
ds
dt
= −βis, di
dt
= βis− γi, dr
dt
= γi
This is the basic SIR formulation of an infection spread over time; as we will see in
this thesis, it can be generalized to fit a variety of situations. Other models, shown
in Figure 3-2, add classes to represent specific disease dynamics [20]. For example,
babies are often not immediately susceptible and are born into a separate class, due
to a period of maternally-derived immunity to a disease (such as measles).
Figure 3-2: Common epidemiological models show wide variation to adapt to different
diseases and populations
In addition to studying how disease spreads, social network analysis can also
be used to study how an idea or belief spreads among individuals, referred to as
opinion (or attitude) dynamics. Katz and Lazarsfeld [21] first posited that a small
number of individuals play a critical role in shaping public opinion. They developed a
model of communication to explain the diffusion of ideas, innovations, and commercial
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products; their concept was that ideas spread from media to opinion leaders, and
then to their primary social groups. These influential people were the key to a wide
diffusion of ideas.
Abelson [22] took the next step towards formulating a mathematical model
to characterize how a pair-wise interaction of people can affect their scalar-value
attitudes. The “persuasiveness” of each individual and the difference in their attitudes
generates this change in beliefs and can be written as a system of differential equations.
He also noted a limitation of his model, that every individual reaches universal
agreement. A decade later, de Groot [23] used the theory of Markov chains to better
model the weight an individual gives to the opinion of his neighbors. His work helped
lay the foundation for future study in the field, especially the model most critical to
this thesis.
The spread of misinformation model developed by Acemoglu et al [24] character-
ized agent beliefs in a social network, given varying levels of influence among agents.
The spread of misinformation model posited that in a network, pair-wise interactions
between agents were probabilistic in the frequency of their meeting, and in the type
of interaction between the agents. Assuming that every agent in the network is
influenced by someone else (“no man is an island”), this work demonstrated that the
presence of more influential forceful agents leads to the formation of a consensus [24].
This model can be applied to almost any type of information being spread over a
social network, and thus provides a simple and relevant basis for the dynamics of the
Epidemic Social Response Model.
3.1.3 Network Topology
While there is a large component of social network research devoted to network
structure and generation, this study relies on a random network of individuals
connected through social ties. The model is validated using real world examples
from the data, and in the absence of information regarding societal structure, uses a
generic representation of the population. We implemented a common random network
topology generator first proposed by Waxman [25]. Model simulations are performed
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on the undirected graph shown in Figure 3-3.
Figure 3-3: Two-dimensional representation of 100-node random test network used
for simulations
There are several important observations about the network topology. First, the
model is scalable. The size of the test network shown here is scaled down to allow
analysis of much larger populations. Second, there is a wide variety of network
topologies, and simulations can sometimes perform very differently on alternate
structures (e.g. line, ring, or tree networks). The Waxman random graph, G(N,E),
is chosen for its generality and flexibility. Third, we assume the same contact network
for both the disease and NSR process, which may not be the case in the real world.
Future work will expand the analysis of the model to other network topologies, and
differentiate between social ties that spread infection, and social ties that spread ideas.
3.1.4 Agent Interactions
The basic model characteristics and dynamics are based on the spread of misinfor-
mation model from Acemoglu, et al [24]. Interactions between agents occur in a
pair-wise manner according to a Poisson process with rate 1, independent of all other
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agents. In a network of n individuals, interactions thus occur as a Poisson process
with rate n. A consequence of assuming a Poisson process is that there is at most one
interaction at any given time, and these interactions are indexed over all agents with
k, k ≥ 1. Note that this implies the time between interactions follows an exponential
distribution and is not fixed.
Figure 3-4: A typical iteration of the model, where one agent infects the other and
both agents average their negative response levels
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At each interaction k, a series of events occurs, as illustrated in Figure 3-4. Each
agent in the network has a condition consisting of his disease class (Susceptible,
Infected, or Recovered) and his negative response level (between 0 and 10). As agents
interact within the network, their conditions probabilistically change according to
a set of rules, forming two interconnected processes: the spread of negative social
response on top of the spread of disease. They can be thought of as two distinct but
parallel processes that have been coupled to form one larger model, based on the same
underlying model foundation. We chose to formulate the model as two connected
processes to differentiate their effects – we can individually examine how disease
spreads, how social response spreads, and how disease influences social response.
The main components of the agent interaction process will be discussed further
in the following sections: condition estimation, condition dynamics, and process
coupling.
3.1.5 Condition Estimation
At each interaction k, an agent’s condition consists of both his disease class and his
negative response level.
Disease Estimation
An agent’s condition can be estimated as a discrete random variable, Di(k) ∈
{S, I, R}, where we denote Di(k) as agent i’s disease class at the k-th interaction.
The interpretation is that at any given interaction, an agent can be either susceptible,
infected, or recovered.
Figure 3-5: Disease Process, discrete classes
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NSR Estimation
An agent’s condition can be estimated as a continuous random variable, Pi(k) ∈
[0, 10], where we denote Pi(k) as agent i’s NSR level at the k-th interaction. The
interpretation is that at any given interaction, an agent’s negative response level
ranges from 0 to 10, inclusive.
Figure 3-6: NSR Process, continuous negative response scale
3.1.6 Condition Dynamics
Next we model the condition dynamics of all agents as a Markov chain. The state
of the system at any point in time is the set of agent conditions at interaction k,
Pi(k) ∀i ∈ N and Di(k) ∀i ∈ N . The probabilistic pair-wise interactions determine
the state transitions. We assume the Markov property holds, that given the current
state, the state will have the same transition probabilities to another state, regardless
of past transitions [26]. In particular, agents change conditions as a result of
memoryless pair-wise interactions with neighbors in the network.
The Epidemic Social Response Model uses the same system of agent interactions
and dynamics as Acemoglu’s spread of misinformation model, which is concerned with
how attitudes spread across a network. Given a set of agent conditions, the disease
process and the NSR process make the following modifications:
• In Acemoglu’s model [24], an agent’s attitude can probabilistically change in
three ways (forceful, averaging, or identity).
– In the NSR process, agent conditions can probabilistically change in four
ways (forceful, averaging, decay, or identity).
– In the disease process, agent conditions can probabilistically change in
three ways (infection, recovery, or identity).
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• Acemoglu’s model is a single process.
– The NSR process and the disease process are each updated from the spread
of misinformation model. The two processes together are coupled to form
a larger model.
Disease dynamics
At each interaction k:
• Agent i initiates an interaction according to a uniform probability distribution.
Agent i then selects agent j uniformly at random from his neighbors.
• Conditioned on agents i and j meeting, the following pair-wise interactions can
occur:
1. Infection. With probability νij, agent i infects agent j:
Di(k + 1) = Dj(k + 1) = Di(k) (3.1)
2. Recovery. With probability κij, agent i recovers:
Di(k + 1) = R
Dj(k + 1) = Dj(k)
(3.2)
3. Identity. With probability (1− νij − κij), nothing changes:
Di(k + 1) = Di(k)
Dj(k + 1) = Dj(k)
(3.3)
• The interaction probabilities are subject to the following rule, where ν is the
fixed probability of infection and κ is the fixed probability of recovery:
νij, κij =
 ν, κ if Di(k) = I;0 else. (3.4)
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The interpretations of the disease interactions are straightforward. Conditioned
on two agents interacting, there are only two cases where a state transition occurs.
Either an infected agent infects a susceptible agent (Interaction 3.1), or an infected
agent recovers (Interaction 3.2). In all other cases, e.g. both susceptible or both
recovered, there is no change in Di(k) ∀i ∈ N .
NSR dynamics
At each interaction k:
• Agent i initiates an interaction according to a uniform probability distribution.
Agent i then selects agent j uniformly at random from his neighbors.
• Conditioned on agents i and j meeting, the following pair-wise interactions can
occur:
1. Forceful. With probability αij, agent i forcefully influences agent j’s NSR
level:
Pi(k + 1) = Pj(k + 1) = Pi(k) (3.5)
2. Averaging. With fixed probability β, agents i and j average their NSR
levels:
Pi(k + 1) = Pj(k + 1) =
Pi(k) + Pj(k)
2
(3.6)
3. Decay. With fixed probability δ, both agent’s NSR level decreases by a
fixed decay parameter, ∆:
Pi(k + 1) = ∆ ∗ Pi(k)
Pj(k + 1) = ∆ ∗ Pj(k)
(3.7)
4. Identity. With probability (1− αij − β − δ), nothing changes:
Pi(k + 1) = Pi(k)
Pj(k + 1) = Pj(k)
(3.8)
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• The interaction probabilities are subject to the following rule, where αHI and
αLO are fixed probabilities:
αij =
 αHI if Pi(k) > 5;αLO if Pi(k) ≤ 5. (3.9)
The interpretations of the negatives social response interactions are more complex.
Conditioned on two agents interacting, there are several ways an agent’s NSR level
can change. The forceful interaction is the most important, as it captures the idea
that NSR is itself contagious. If αHI = αLO, this implies that an agent is just as
likely to force his extreme panic on another agent as he is to force his extreme calm.
However, if αHI > αLO, the interpretation is that the negative response will spread
quickly when agents are forced to become extremely agitated. Interaction 3.6, on
the other hand, is a more common measure of attitude exchange – it represents both
agents reaching a consensus about their social response to the situation. The decay
parameter (Interaction 3.7) can be interpreted as a natural “calming down” effect
over a long period of time. If none of these interactions occur, agents retain their
NSR level and there is no change in Pi(k) ∀i ∈ N .
Disease and NSR Coupling
Coupling is a technique that probabilistically joins two Markov processes together
[27]. The coupling generates an overall combined process that may or may not by
Markovian itself, which is beyond the scope of this research. The binding of the
NSR process to the disease process is the final addition to the model: when an
agent first becomes infected, he also develops an extreme negative social response. In
mathematical terms,
If Di(k) = S and Di(k + 1) = I, then Pi(k + 1) = 10, ∀i ∈ N. (3.10)
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The Epidemic Social Response Model uses this rudimentary coupling device to
individually examine how disease influences social response. As agents interact on
the network, the disease process and the NSR process intertwine to produce complex
emergent behavior, which can help explain the mechanism that drives negative social
response to the spread of an infectious disease.
3.2 Data-Driven Predictive Model
3.2.1 Modeling Approach
We also aim to model negative social response to the spread of an infectious disease
using a data mining approach. The Data-driven Predictive Model uses supervised
learning to analytically predict outbreaks that result in negative social response.
This type of statistical learning uses feature values to find patterns and relationships
between these features and the outcome. Although supervised predictive models work
well in situations where historical data contains many examples of the outcome, in a
situation with rare event occurrence, prediction is more difficult. We have developed
a methodology that specifically targets the rare event detection problem. Our joint
methodology, shown in Figure 3-7, improves the performance of the model over the
baseline methods. It is a sequential process of creating interaction features to the
data, enriching the data, and applying a voting strategy to multiple classifiers.
The baseline methodology builds a supervised learning model on the labeled
data to predict the known target outcome value (NSR). We will show in Chapter
4 that when applied to the biosurveillance data, Logistic Regression results in a
high number of false positives, while Random Forests results in a high number of
false negatives. The creation of interaction features and data enrichment help the
learning algorithms to better identify outbreaks with no response, by increasing model
specificity and creating a dataset where NSR is less rare. The voting strategy combines
the complementary nature of the learning algorithms to boost identification of true
NSR events. The joint methodology as a whole significantly improves performance,
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yielding reasonably accurate predictions of negative social response to the spread of an
infectious disease. The following sections will introduce some background information
and the underlying methods employed, followed by the overall predictive model.
Figure 3-7: Overview of the Data-driven Predictive Model, which utilizes the joint
methodology to improve upon the baseline methods
3.2.2 Related Literature
The literature most relevant to the Data-driven Predictive Model informally applies
the basic idea of ensemble learning: can we combine multiple classifiers into a single
strong classifier that improves upon the performance of any one individual algorithm?
Both the data enrichment and the voting strategy used in the joint methodology of
this research are derived from this idea.
Basic probability theory posits that all evidence relevant to a prediction should
be used in making that prediction [28]. This implies that if a new prediction method
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provides more relevant information, then it can be combined with existing methods
to improve predictability. This idea is the foundation of ensemble learning, which
builds multiple classifiers for a single prediction task. A popular type of ensemble
learning is bagging, where different prediction models are repeatedly trained using
different bootstrap samples of the data, and then combined using some kind of voting
method[12]. Although bagging generally relies on fast, simple learning algorithms to
create an abundance of models, a voting strategy can be applied to almost any set of
classifiers.
Carpenter et al [29] developed a voting strategy for neural networks that was later
applied by Downs et al [30] to diagnose breast cancer from fine-needle aspirates of
the breast. They built many individual neural networks and tested the five most
accurate using a voting strategy. Each network makes a prediction for a test record,
the number of predictions made for each category (benign or malignant) is totaled,
and the category with the most number of votes is the final predicted outcome.
Downs discovered that although the voting strategy only made a slight improvement
in accuracy over the individual networks, it provided a useful partitioning between
outcomes with low certainty and high certainty [30].
Another popular type of ensemble learning is boosting, based on the question
posed by Kearns [31]: can a set of weak learners create a single strong learner? In
rare event detection problems, the basic idea of boosting informs a variety of methods.
Wu et al [32] uses a cascade learning method for facial detection in images. They
apply a stage-wise, greedy feature selection process that considers different regions
of an image, and rejects those that clearly do not contain faces. The algorithm
“cascades” down a series of features and uses a weak classifier to separate non-faces
(with high probability) from maybe-faces. The result is an enriched dataset, or in
terms of an image, a smaller search region that is more likely to contain a face. This
idea of reducing the feature space so that the minority class is no longer quite so rare
directly informs this research.
In addition, there are a variety of other methods used in rare event detection
problems. Burez and Van den Poel [33] studied how to better handle class imbalance
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in churn prediction. Customer churn is when contractual customers or subscribers
leave a company. They found that weighted random forests, as a cost-sensitive learner,
outperformed the standard random forests algorithm. Similarly, Golub et al [34]
also used a series of weighted votes based on correlation to approach the problem of
identifying new cancer classes (class discovery) and assigning tumors to known classes
(class prediction), using human acute leukemias as a test case.
Others studies used more probabilistic approaches to detecting rare events.
Lawrence, Hong, and Cherrier [35] developed two classes of models to predict cabin
level no-show rates on airline flights. Airlines routinely overbook flights based on the
expectation that some fraction of booked passengers will not show for each flight.
This work showed that a new ensemble probabilistic model for predicting rare no-
shows increases revenue gain over the conventional model. In contrast, Pednault et al
[36] modified a tree-based learning technique to model insurance risks. They adjusted
the construction of branch splits to overcome selection biases that arise because of
the imbalance that is present in the data.
The literature demonstrates a common theme for detecting rare events: adapta-
tion and flexibility. It is often helpful when dealing with a class imbalance to modify
a technique to fit the unique nature of the data. Some studies apply weighted or
un-weighted voting. Others adjust how the learning algorithm fundamentally selects
the predicted class, or use a sophisticated re-sampling method to balance the data.
The best method varies – an approach that may work for cancer classification may
not work for a different rare event detection problem.
3.2.3 Performance Measures
For both the baseline and joint methodology, we test the models on real world, out-
of-sample data. This allows us to evaluate model performance using a set of metrics.
Although accuracy is generally a good indication of success, when 95% of the data
belongs to a single class, we can achieve 95% accuracy by simply putting everything
into that class! We propose several additional criterion to better measure how the
model performs specifically with respect to negative social response.
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Training and Test Set Selection
To effectively evaluate the model’s ability to predict NSR, we ran out-of-sample tests
using previously unseen test data. Using 5-fold cross validation, we randomly split
the dataset into five equal parts. Then we use four-fifths of the data to train the
model and the remaining one-fifth to test.
We also ensure that the training data is balanced. A balanced dataset has an equal
distribution of classes (an equal number of no response and NSR events). When the
data is imbalanced, the classification algorithm learns to give preferential treatment
to the majority class, to the detriment of the minority. To offset this issue, balancing
is achieved through random resampling of the training data, with a bias towards a
uniform class. That is, we randomly resample to reduce the number of No Response
events, and increase the number of outbreaks resulting in NSR. The test set is left
unbalanced to represent the real world distribution of target outcome values.
Test Set Evaluation
To evaluate model performance, we use the following metrics to better measure how
the model performs with respect to the rare class. They will also help show how
the joint methodology improves upon the baseline individual supervised learning
algorithms.
Table 3.1: Generic confusion matrix
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response true negative false positive
NSR false negative true positive
1. Accuracy = number of true positives + number of true negativestotal number of instances
2. Sensitivity = number of true positivesnumber of true positives + number of false negatives
3. Precision = number of true positivesnumber of true positives + number of false positives
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Although accuracy is often a good overall measure of model performance, it does not
contain all the necessary information. For example, consider the following confusion
matrix where NSR events are associated with about 5% of the data:
Table 3.2: Example confusion matrix used to illustrate problem of poor precision and
poor sensitivity, but good accuracy
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 850 200
NSR 20 40
This yields 80% accuracy, but there are five times as many false positives as
true positives, which is unacceptable for a biosurveillance detection problem with
limited resources in the real world. We must consider that decreasing the rate of false
negatives often increases the rate of false positives, and vice versa. When trying to
detect a rare event like NSR, precise sensitivity is more important than pure accuracy.
3.2.4 Supervised Learning
Both the baseline and joint methodologies use the Random Forest algorithm and
Logistic Regression to predict NSR. They are very different methods that are widely
applicable and easy to implement.
Random Forests
The Random Forest algorithm is a popular form of supervised learning because of
consistent good performance and lowered variance. The algorithm builds a large
collection of de-correlated trees, and then averages them [37]. Each tree is a random
classification tree that recursively partitions a dataset into smaller and smaller groups
using a random subset of the available features, so that each leaf of the tree represents
similar values based on the target label. The random selection of features reduces the
correlation between trees, thus reducing the overall variance of the model.
Figure 3-8 shows a simple example of a random classification tree using the features
“country” and “disease”. If an outbreak occurs in Afghanistan, and the disease is
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Figure 3-8: Example of random classification tree structure
Anthrax, the algorithm predicts NSR. Otherwise, the algorithm predicts no response.
Random Forests builds hundreds of trees like this one using different features, and
then averages the results.
For each outbreak in the test set, the many classification trees built by the
algorithm outputs a predicted class (in our case, NSR or No Response). Each of these
outputs represents one committee vote, where the majority of the votes determines
the overall predicted class [37]. Although an individual tree might yield poor accuracy,
the combination of many trees often provides very stable and accurate results. To
implement Random Forests on the biosurveillance data, we must choose the number
of trees to create, and the number of random features to consider.
Logistic Regression
Another type of supervised learning, Logistic Regression, models the posterior
probabilities of a binary target label using a linear function of the features [38].
Specifically, the log-odds of a NSR outcome is fit to the features using linear regression.
There are no explicit parameters that require tuning.
Consider the tree example used in Figure 3-8 above. If we build a linear regression
model using the features “country” and “disease”, we obtain a continuous output
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variable z. If we then take the logistic function of z, f(z) = 1
1+e−z , we obtain the
probability (between 0 and 1) of the outbreak causing a negative social response.
Anything below 0.5 is classified as no response, and anything above is classified as
NSR.
3.2.5 Joint Methodology
The Data-driven Predictive Model uses supervised learning to analytically predict
outbreaks that result in negative social response. Although supervised learning is a
powerful classification tool, sometimes its effectiveness is obscured by other factors.
Noisiness of the data, rarity of the target label, and the limitations of individual
learning algorithms lead us to employ a multi-step, joint methodology. This is a
sequential process of adding interaction features to the data, enriching the data, and
applying a voting strategy.
Interaction Features
The data is noisy because there is a disparity between what might really be happening
within an outbreak, and what is reported by the media/internet. This noisiness causes
a large variance in the performance of a learning algorithm, so to help address this
issue, we build interaction features. As shown in Figure 3-9, interaction features create
combinations of feature values. In this thesis, we created two-variable interactions for
only the most relevant attributes, approximately doubling the number of available
features. For example, we combined region and an undisclosed binary variable,
yielding a new categorical interaction variable with values like Africa.0, Africa.1,
NorthAmerica.0, and so on.
Although supervised learning algorithms can detect these interactions, sometimes
it is beneficial to highlight them. This increases the importance of interaction features
to the model and decreases the importance of the original features. In doing so, we
reduce the variance of the model and boost the predictability of NSR.
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Figure 3-9: Visualization of Interaction Features. Here we combine a binary attribute
and a categorical attribute to create a new categorical interaction feature.
Data Enrichment
As previously noted, less than 5% of the data s associated with NSR, and class rarity
is a serious problem for any supervised learning algorithm. Because the classifier is
burdened with an overabundance of events with no social response, it has trouble
distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant outbreaks. For example, all outbreaks
of Dengue Fever in Peru generated no response. Further examination of the data
shows that there are many such feature values where no response occurs. To take
advantage of this fact, we apply a decision tree to identify feature values that are
not associated with NSR and classify these outbreaks as No Response. Figure 3-10
illustrates the data enrichment algorithm.
Figure 3-10: Overview of Enrichment Decision Tree. It uses feature values to
immediately classify events that are never NSR as No Response.
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The result of the above process is a reduction of the feature space, yielding enriched
data. Figure 3-11 is a visual representation of this result. By eliminating some
events without social response from consideration, NSR is less rare. This allows the
algorithm to learn using more relevant data.
Figure 3-11: Visualization of Enriched Feature Space. The enrichment process yields
a dataset where NSR is less rare.
Voting Strategy
We can now apply the supervised learning algorithms to the enriched data. Using
a type of ensemble learning, we combine two models to achieve better performance
than the individual models could achieve otherwise. On the biosurveillance data, the
Random Forest algorithm achieves high precision but low specificity, while Logistic
Regression achieves high specificity but extremely low precision. An unweighted
voting strategy allows us to combine the high precision of Random Forests with the
high specificity of Logistic Regression, by giving each model a single vote. Figure 3-
12 shows the voting strategy as a decision tree. We chose this strategy based on the
nature of the data and the performance of the individual supervised learning models.
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Figure 3-12: Overview of Voting Strategy Decision Tree. It gives the predicted
outcome of both models equal weight, and only classifies an event as NSR if both
models agree.
The Data-driven Predictive Model uses the joint methodology to improve the
prediction of outbreaks that result in NSR. This sequential process of adding
interaction features to the data, enriching the data, and applying a voting strategy
helps reduce false positives while maintaining rare class accuracy. The first two steps
are primarily concerned with better identification of outbreaks with no response,
but only goes so far towards improving the performance of the learning algorithms.
The voting strategy is the glue that holds the whole model together; it combines
the positive effects of Logistic Regression and Random Forests, thus yielding better
sensitivity and precision in predicting negative social response to the spread of an
infectious disease.
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Chapter 4
Results
In this chapter, we describe the implementation and analysis of the Epidemic Social
Response Model and the Data-Driven Predictive Model. Both models utilize the
biosurveillance data governing all outbreaks of Dengue Fever. We chose to narrow
the analysis by disease to improve the interpretability of the results and for ease
of implementation. We will demonstrate how an agent-based modeling approach,
combined with a predictive framework, can help decision-makers better understand
and anticipate negative social response (NSR) to the spread of an infectious disease.
The social network analysis in Section 4.1 simulates a network of individuals
connected through social ties and analyzes how the interactions of agents spread
infection and negative social response. To validate the model, we test it on real world
examples from the data outlined in Chapter 2: outbreaks of Dengue Fever in City X
and City Y. Recall that City X is an example of a typical outbreak that resulted in
no notable social response, while City Y is an example of an extreme negative social
response to an outbreak. The model simulation shows that the complex behavior of
an outbreak can be successfully explained by a series of simple agent interactions on a
network. The results provide some insight into the mechanism that drives the spread
of social response to an outbreak.
The data mining approach in Section 4.2 analytically predicts outbreaks that
result in negative social response using supervised learning. Because NSR events are
rare and detecting them leads to a high rate of false positives, the model applies a
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joint methodology to improve performance. This consists of additional interaction
features, data enrichment, and a voting strategy. The results will show how each
of these components build on each other to yield reasonably accurate predictions of
negative social response to the spread of an infectious disease.
4.1 Epidemic Social Response Model : Results
To validate the performance of the Epidemic Social Response Model, we performed
multiple Monte Carlo Simulations. Using the example outbreaks provided in Chapter
2, the interaction probabilities were adjusted so that the behavior of the model
matches the behavior of real world data. The simulations will show that mathematical
and computational modeling represents an effective tool for exploring the impact of an
outbreak on the social response of a population. The process is outlined in Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-1: Overview of Epidemic Social Response Model adjustment, where relevant
data is used to verify the model’s performance.
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4.1.1 Monte Carlo Method
We implement a Monte Carlo Simulation in MATLAB, in order to analyze the
condition dynamics of the model on the test network. A Monte Carlo Simulation is
an algorithm that relies on replicating the probabilistic behavior of the system using
computers [39]. The algorithm simulates the model dynamics at each interaction,
employing random sampling to select an agent pair and probabilistically adjust their
conditions. This process is repeated over a specified number of total interactions.
4.1.2 Model Initialization and Adjustment
Recall that the model consists of both the NSR process on top of the disease process.
The condition of any agent is his NSR level (between 0 and 10) and disease class
(susceptible, infected or recovered).
We simulated 5000 interactions on
the test network for each example
outbreak, producing plots of the
arithmetic mean of the expected long-
term condition at each interaction, k.
We repeat this process for a total
of 50 individual realizations, where
each realization yields an arithmetic
mean. We then average to produce
the mean (over all all realizations)
of the mean (over all agents) of the
expected long-term conditions for each
interaction, k. For simplicity, we refer
to these calculations as the averaged-
mean expected long-term condition.
Figure 4-2: Visualization of how Monte Carlo simulation outputs are obtained
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For each example outbreak, we have data tracking the progression of the disease,
up to the point where the infection rate begins to taper off. This closely follows the
overall number of recoveries in the model, data first displayed in Figures 2-6 and
2-7. By appropriately scaling the real world data, we can adjust the probability of
infection and the probability of recovery to match the model. Figure 4-3 (City X) and
Figure 4-4 (City Y) on the following pages show the data fit to the averaged-mean
plot, as well as the large variation in the model. Although both of the averaged-
mean plots look very similar despite the differences in the outbreak, this is due to
the scalability of this model. An outbreak with 1,000 infections or 10,000 infections
can be scaled-down and represented on the same size network. This also makes City
X and City Y directly comparable – we will see later how two very similar outbreaks
on the same social network can generate wildly different negative social response.
Although the data does not perfectly fit the averaged recovery curve, it is well
within the margin of error. The disease process can proceed in a variety of ways.
Sometimes, it dies out before spreading through the population. Other times, the
infections spread much more slowly, so we see a less exponential and more linear
representation of the total number of recoveries. These simulations are important
for two reasons. First, they show that our modification of the SIR model (that uses
the probabilistic framework of the spread of misinformation model [24]) accurately
represents the recoveries in an infectious disease outbreak. Second, the individual
simulations of the disease progression illustrate the inherent volatility of any outbreak.
The adjustment of the disease process and the recovery portion of the model is
a fairly straightforward operation. The detailed nature of the outbreak updates in
the biosurveillance data allows us to extract very specific reports of the event’s total
number of cases. However, there is no such data about the spread of NSR – we only
know roughly when the negative response peaks, and that severe or widespread NSR
should at a minimum exceed the average condition (above level 5). From this we can
adjust the NSR process in a more rudimentary way.
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Figure 4-3: City X Mean and Averaged-mean expected long-term Number of
Recoveries, versus Interaction Number.
(a) The averaged-mean plot follows a typical recovery curve for an SIR model.
The data is extracted from the total number of reported cases for the outbreak
in question, scaled to fit the timeframe, and the disease parameters are adjusted
to match.
(b) The plot of the individual means shows a wide variation about the averaged
curve above, indicating that the less-than-perfect fit of the data is well within
the margin of error.
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Figure 4-4: City Y Mean and Averaged-mean expected long-term Number of
Recoveries, versus Interaction Number
(a) The averaged-mean plot follows a typical recovery curve for an SIR model.
The data is extracted from the total number of reported cases for the outbreak
in question, scaled to fit the timeframe, and the disease parameters are adjusted
to match.
(b) The plot of the individual means shows a wide variation about the averaged
curve above, indicating that the less-than-perfect fit of the data is well within
the margin of error.
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4.1.3 Simulation Results
After fitting the data to the model, we produce plots for the disease and NSR
processes. It is important to note that simulating the model can only provide us
with general insights; analytic results are left for future research into the subject.
The Average Behavior of the Model
Figure 4-5 shows the outbreak of Dengue Fever in City X. At the peak of the disease
spread, less than one-quarter of the population is currently infected. It experiences
a steady rise and decline in the number of new infections, consistent with what the
data indicates happens over the course of the outbreak. The associated negative
social response is negligible.
In contrast Figure 4-6 shows the outbreak of Dengue Fever in City Y. The peak
of the disease spread occurs earlier with a much steeper climb in new infections. It
also requires fewer iterations for the outbreak to run its course. Again, this behavior
is consistent with what the data indicates happens over time. City Y’s outbreak is
both more sudden and shorter in duration than that of City X.
The behavior displayed in these simulations is achieved only by adjusting the
interaction probabilities of the processes. To achieve a shorter, more sever outbreak,
we increase the probability of infection (ν) and the probability of recovery (κ), and
reduce the difference between them. To achieve a severe negative social response, we
primarily increase the probability of forcefully spreading NSR (αHI). To achieve a
negligible social response, we set all parameters to zero but for decay (δ), which is
set to 1. This means that NSR never spreads amongst the population – the only
time it is introduced into the model is through the coupling effect. For instance, in
the City X outbreak, people develop a negative social response when they become
infected, but they only calm down over time and never spread it to others. On the
other hand, in the City Y outbreak, panicked agents are very “contagious” to others
and only calm down slowly, so the NSR spreads quickly and persists.
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Figure 4-5: City X Averaged-mean expected long-term Number of Infections and
NSR Level, versus Interaction Number
(a) A mild spread of an endemic infection
(b) The negligible social response to the disease
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Figure 4-6: City Y Averaged-mean expected long-term Number of Infections and
NSR Level, versus Interaction Number
(a) A quicker and more severe spread of an infection
(b) The severe negative social response to the disease
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Figure 4-7: Sensitivity Even with the more severe disease spread of City Y, NSR
can be very mild. It is a volatile and nearly independent process from the outbreak.
(a) City Y’s disease spread
(b) Mild negative social response to the disease, achieved using the same
parameters for the NSR process as City X. Compare to Figure 4-5b – there
is only a tiny increase in NSR due to the more severe disease spread.
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Figure 4-7 further illustrates how the interaction probabilities affect the model.
What happens when an outbreak displays the more severe disease spread of City
Y, but does not exhibit a negative social response? The simulations demonstrate
that although the disease does slightly impact the maximum NSR level, the negative
response is almost completely independent of the disease spread. That is, by adjusting
the NSR interaction probabilities, we can achieve a mild social response regardless
of the type of outbreak. The coupling mechanism serves to tie the two processes
together, but allows enough separation that we can model a wide variety of situations.
The implication of these parameter adjustments is the most important result of
the social network analysis. The model is based on repeated agent interaction over
a network, relying on a set of probabilistic rules. This simplified representation of
individual behavior, a hallmark of agent-based modeling, can effectively capture the
collective behavior of an outbreak and whether the affected population shows strain
associated with the disease.
The Variation of the Model
Because the model is probabilistic and highly random, there is a large variation in
behavior. Sometimes, the disease never reaches critical mass and dies out before
spreading through the population. In such an event, even though NSR is coupled
to the disease, once infected an agent can disseminate negative social response
independent of what happens to the outbreak itself – NSR may die out, or it may
continue to spread. Alternatively, sometimes despite widespread infections in the
population, the NSR is only maintained at a low level. Any number of situations can
occur, depending on which agents interact and how they exchange conditions.
Figure 4-8 shows the variation in City X’s outbreak of Dengue Fever. Notice the
outliers in the disease process – some simulations last longer, others shorter; some
peak above 50% of the population while others never reach critical mass. The NSR
process is consistently negligible but still shows incredible variation.
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Figure 4-8: City X Mean expected long-term Number of Infections and NSR Level,
versus Interaction Number
(a) City X Infection spread for 50 realizations of the model
(b) City X Negative Social Response spread for 50 realizations of the model
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Figure 4-9: City Y Mean expected long-term Number of Infections and NSR Level,
versus Interaction Number
(a) City Y Infection spread for 50 realizations of the model
(b) City Y Negative Social Response spread for 50 realizations of the model
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Similarly, Figure 4-9 describes the variation in City Y’s outbreak. Here the
infection rate almost always sharply increases due to the high probability of infection.
However, there are some interesting outliers in the NSR process. In cases where the
disease did die out quickly, the NSR did not ! There are also cases where a late spike
in anxiety showed up long after the disease was on the decline.
The variation in the model is further indication that the Epidemic Social Response
Model can accurately portray real world outbreaks. In addition to plotting the
simulations, we also calculated some basic summary statistics to better display the
differences in the example outbreaks: the time until the disease process dies out, the
time until the NSR process dies out, the maximum number of infections, and the
maximum negative response level.
Figure 4-10: Box-and-whisker plots of statistics gathered from 50 realizations of the
model. Despite little difference in the disease metrics, the NSR metrics show more
variation. In addition to having greater levels of NSR, City Y also shows greater
extremes about the mean.
(a) Outbreak X has a slightly longer duration
than Y, though similar variance.
(b) Outbreak Y shows persistent NSR with a
large variance, unlike Outbreak X.
(c) Outbreak X has a slightly milder infection
rate than Y, though similar variance.
(d) Outbreak Y shows severe NSR with a large
variance, unlike Outbreak X
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Figure 4-10 is a box-and-whiskers plot that shows the middle 50%, the min, and
the max of the simulation realizations for each of these statistics. They confirm what
we already know, that City Y had a slightly shorter and more severe outbreak than
City X, and that the negative social response was extremely high on average (but
frequently quite low in the extremes).
Together, these insights verify what the experts describe as the primary forces
that drive negative social response. When faced with an unusual outbreak, the lack
of knowledge builds and multiplies until the population begins to show serious strain.
If the pathogen is highly infectious or has an increased fatality rate, the NSR effect is
amplified. Future research in this area will examine the analytic effect of an outbreak
on social response, and use the model as a tool to help decision-makers save resources
and limit negative social response to the spread of an infectious disease.
4.2 Data-Driven Predictive Model : Results
4.2.1 Data Selection
To increase the interpretability of the results, and for ease of implementation,
the model considers only outbreaks of Dengue Fever (DF). There are 1,096 initial
outbreaks of Dengue Fever recorded in the biosurveillance data with no social
response; 46 are associated with indicators of negative social response, for an incidence
rate of 4%. The worldwide distribution of the infectious disease, by country, is shown
in Figure 4-11; dengue is generally concentrated in rainy, equatorial regions of the
world.
Of all the diseases in the data set, Dengue Fever was chosen for two reasons: (a)
it had the second highest number of outbreaks, and (b) the NSR rate was close to
the overall incidence rate.
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Figure 4-11: Heatmap – Number of Dengue Fever outbreaks by country
4.2.2 Overview of Predictive Performance
The results are broken down into two main sections: baseline methodology and joint
methodology. For the baseline methodology, we perform two experiments. The first
experiment trains and tests the Random Forests and Logistic Regression models on
balanced data, which helps determine whether negative social response is indeed
predictable, given a world where NSR and No Response outbreaks are equally likely.
The second experiment trains on balanced data, but test the classifiers on skewed
real world data where NSR events are very rare. The joint methodology outlined
in Section 3.2 follows the structure of the second experiment, but creates interaction
features, enriches the data, and applies a voting strategy to improve upon the baseline
performance.
Figure 4-12 shows an overview of the prediction results (for the first two cases, we
show the average performance of Random Forests and Logistic Regression models).
All accuracy, sensitivity, and precision metrics are color coded throughout for viewing
convenience; red indicates poor performance, yellow acceptable, light green good, and
dark green indicates excellent performance.
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Method Accuracy Sensitivity Precision
Baseline - balanced 69.6% 73.9% 68.2%
Baseline - unbalanced 83.8% 45.7% 29.7%
Joint 95.8% 56.5% 48.1%
Figure 4-12: Overview of prediction methodology results. In an ideal situation with
balanced data, we have a high rate of detecting NSR. However, with real-world rare
event data, performance plummets. By applying the joint methodology, we show
significant improvement.
We can draw several basic conclusions from the results overview. The balanced
baseline experiment demonstrates that when NSR events are not obscured by an
overwhelming number of events with no response, NSR is predictable. However, when
NSR is very rare, as it is in reality, it is much more difficult to detect. Both Random
Forests and Logistic Regression models poorly predict the target label – on average,
these individual learning algorithms never exceed 50% precision or sensitivity. On
the other hand, if we apply the joint methodology, we see significant improvement in
all three performance metrics. More details on the baseline methodology and joint
methodology are discussed in the following sections.
4.2.3 Performance of Baseline Methodology
Experiment 1 – Training and Testing Balanced Data
A balanced set is used to train the classifiers, as it has been shown to improve
predictive performance on the test set. This experiment yields 46 NSR outbreaks
of Dengue Fever, and 46 no response outbreaks. We then build a Random Forests
model and a Logistic Regression model, as described in Section 3.2.4. The results are
shown in Figure 4-13. Random Forests in particular yields a very strong, balanced
confusion matrix, and correctly predicts 73.9% of events, compared to 65.2% correctly
predicted by Logistic Regression.
This experiment is an important exercise for several reasons. To non-experts
NSR seems like a random event. By looking at the data alone (not the detailed
reports), it is unclear why one outbreak is associated with a negative social response
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Figure 4-13: Detailed Performance for Baseline Methodology, applied to balanced
data.
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 27 19
NSR 13 33
(a) Logistic Regression
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 33 13
NSR 11 35
(b) Random Forests
Method Accuracy Sensitivity Precision
Logistic Regression 65.2% 71.7% 63.5%
Random Forests 73.9% 76.1% 72.9%
(c) Performance Metrics show NSR is more predictable than expected
and another is not. Building a model on balanced data demonstrates that given
the right information, an algorithm can achieve what we alone cannot – over 70%
accuracy for all performance metrics, demonstrating that negative social response is
algorithmically predictable.
Experiment 2 – Testing on Unbalanced Data
We now move on to the full, unbalanced dataset. Using the methodology outlined in
Section 3.2.3, we build a balanced training set, and apply a Random Forests model
and a Logistic Regression model to the withheld data in the unbalanced test set where
NSR is rare. The results are shown in Figure 4-14.
Overall accuracy has increased: Logistic Regression went from 65.2% to 71.5%
accuracy, while Random Forests jumped from 73.9% to 96.1% accuracy. However,
this is due to the swell in the number of no response events that are much easier to
predict. It is more revealing how the other performance metrics have changed:
• Although Logistic Regression maintains high sensitivity, the model predicts over
ten times as many false positives as true positives.
• The opposite is true for Random Forests, which maintains a high precision at
the cost of many false negatives.
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Figure 4-14: Detailed Performance for Baseline Methodology, applied to unbalanced
data.
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 791 305
NSR 20 26
(a) Logistic Regression
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 1081 15
NSR 30 16
(b) Random Forests
Method Accuracy Sensitivity Precision
Logistic Regression 71.5% 56.5% 7.9%
Random Forests 96.1% 34.8% 51.6%
(c) Performance Metrics highlight the flaws in the models: either
many false positives, or many false negatives. The complementary
nature of these results will be exploited by the joint methodology.
The duality in the results is the driving force behind the joint methodology. Step
one, creating interaction features, and step two, enriching the feature space, are both
designed to improve the individual model performance of Random Forests and Logistic
Regression. We can then take further advantage of the strengths of each model by
combining their results in a third step using a voting strategy.
4.2.4 Performance of Joint Methodology
As described in Section 3.2.5, the joint methodology is a multi-step approach to
improving the baseline performance. Figure 4-15 demonstrates the step-by-step
improvement in performance.
For Logistic Regression, creating interaction features reduced the false positives
from 305 to 212 and the false negatives from 20 to 13. Enriching the data then further
improved the specificity. For Random Forests, the methodology helped decrease the
false negatives from 30 to 24 to 15, without drastically increasing the false positive
rate. This incremental increase in performance is what led us to apply the sequential
joint methodology, and the complementary nature of the results implies that a voting
strategy is the next logical choice.
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Figure 4-15: Interim Performance for Joint Methodology, showing the step-by-step
reduction in false negatives and false positives.
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 884 212
NSR 13 33
(a) Logistic Regression with Interaction Fea-
tures
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 1064 32
NSR 24 22
(b) Random Forests with Interaction Features
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 876 220
NSR 10 36
(c) Logistic Regression with Interaction Fea-
tures and Enrichment
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 1040 56
NSR 15 31
(d) Random Forests with Interaction Features
and Enrichment
Figure 4-16: Final detailed Performance for Joint Methodology, showing significant
improvement of the a single supervised learning model.
Predicted
None
Predicted
NSR
No Response 1068 28
NSR 20 26
(a) Confusion Matrix
Method Accuracy Sensitivity Precision
Joint 95.8% 56.5% 48.1%
(b) Performance Metrics highlight that the voting
strategy virtually eliminates the problem of high false
negatives and false positives
Figure 4-16 illustrates the last effect of the voting strategy. Although this study
attempted a variety of voting strategies for multiple models, “2 out of 2” remained the
best: an event is only ultimately classified NSR when both models predict negative
social response. The final result preserves the sensitivity of a Logistic Regression
model, with the precision of a Random Forests model. We can precisely predict over
half of all NSR events.
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These results indicate the best performance the Data-driven Predictive Model can
achieve on unseen test data. More typical results show some variation. Although the
overall accuracy remains extremely stable, with an average of 96% and a standard
deviation of 0.3%, the other metrics vary moderately. Sensitivity and Precision
typically range from 43% to 55%. The ability of the classifier to identify NSR events
shows the most volatility, which is expected due to the rarity of these events and
the opacity of the underlying reasons why negative social response occurs in the first
place.
Although typical results are slightly worse, the optimal results presented above
are important for several reasons. Out of approximately 1100 cases of Dengue Fever,
we can reduce the “search space” for NSR outbreaks by a factor of 20. This research
illustrates that algorithms can provide actionable intelligence, by identifying a small
group of outbreaks where one in two are associated with negative social response.
Furthermore, this can be done in a matter of minutes, while an expert would require
days to search each outbreak individually and determine which will yield a social
response. Another result of this research is its applicability to post-analysis. Using an
algorithmic approach, we can identify what the data is lacking and other ways it can
be improved to take advantage of automated detection capabilities. The predictive
model presented in this research will enable decision makers to identify problematic
outbreaks and intervene as necessary. Most importantly, it provides the foundation
for expanded biosurveillance and improved detection of negative social response to
the spread of an infectious disease.
4.3 Summary of Results
In summary, we observe that the results of the social network analysis and the
data mining approach form a comprehensive view of negative social response. The
simulation results validate the behavior of the agent-based model outlined in Chapter
3, and prove that a simple system of rules applied to agents on a network can
effectively capture the collective behavior of a complex epidemic. It help us to
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understand the mechanism which drives social response to an outbreak – it is like
any other idea and spreads much like a disease itself, from person to person. The
predictive model forms a macro view of the problem, with the primary result that the
joint methodology of adding interaction features, enriching the data, and applying a
voting strategy improves NSR predictions over the baseline methodology. We also
note that although negative social response can be predicted with high accuracy in
an ideal world, the rarity of NSR events in the real world causes a very high rate of
false positives and false negatives. The success of the predictive model is its ability
to produce good results despite the rare event detection problem.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions & Future Research
5.1 Conclusions
This work provides a foundation for an expanded biosurveillance capability. Tra-
ditional biosurveillance is primarily concerned with anticipating and detecting bio-
events in order to limit the direct impact of the disease, such as loss of life. We
propose an additional focus on the population strain associated with the the spread
of an infectious disease. Negative social response (NSR) can have far reaching impacts
on the social and economic stability of a population. To minimize this impact, it is
important to characterize NSR and understand how and when it occurs in the real
world.
In Chapter 2, we gave an in-depth description of the data. In particular, we
described the rare event detection problem, that less than 5% of the data are
associated with negative social response. Furthermore, not only is NSR rare, but it
shows incredible variation by both region and disease. To better understand how NSR
presents in a community, we also selected two example outbreaks of Dengue Fever
that are referenced throughout this thesis. City X was a mild, endemic event that did
not inspire a negative response, while City Y was a much more severe outbreak, with
contradictory reports and widespread NSR. With a better understanding of the data,
we developed two models in Chapter 3 to describe social response to the spread of
an infectious disease. The models utilized real world biosurveillance data in different
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ways, to analytically predict negative response to an outbreak and to understand how
that response spreads within the outbreak.
The Epidemic Social Response Model successfully modeled a population as a social
network and analyzed how the interactions of agents spread infection and negative
social response. The formulation of the model is important for several reasons.
We believe it to be the first of its kind – although many other studies exist that
individually model disease or social influence, the interplay of the two processes is a
fresh approach that provides unique insight into the driving mechanism behind NSR.
It spreads much like a disease itself– the more “contagious” NSR is, the more severe
the response. When people are faced with an uncommon situation, like a new disease
or an unusually high fatality rate, their anxiety spreads throughout the network,
making the process takes on a life of its own. Together, both layers of the model –
the NSR process on top of the disease process – help give a more complete picture of
an epidemic. Future research will be able to take the model a step further, and study
not only how the disease influences NSR, but how social response in turn affects the
disease.
The model is also extremely flexible, allowing us to represent a variety of real
world situations. The key simulation results validated the model formulation and
demonstrated that the complex behavior of an outbreak can be explained by a system
of basic probabilistic rules. As the simulation of Dengue Fever outbreaks in City X and
City Y showed, the model can accurately capture real world bio-events. Furthermore,
just a few parameters is enough to model the data. By adjusting the probability of
infection and the probability of recovery, we can control the severity and duration of
the disease process, matching almost any typical outbreak of infectious disease. By
primarily adjusting the probability of one agent forcefully panicking another, we can
create either mild or severe negative social responses. In combination, the interaction
probabilities are all that is needed to model real world data. The Epidemic Social
Response Model is a fresh, interesting, and flexible analysis of social response to the
spread of disease.
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The Data-driven Predictive Model predicts what types of outbreak in general cause
a social response. We developed a joint methodology to improve performance over
a more conventional supervised learning algorithm, by creating interaction features,
enriching the data, and applying a voting strategy. Interaction features and data
enrichment helped the learning algorithms to better identify outbreaks with no
response, by increasing model specificity and creating a dataset where NSR is less
rare. The voting strategy combined the positive characteristics of Logistic Regression
and Random Forests. The joint methodology as a whole improved the detection
of rare NSR events through the reduction of false positives and false negatives,
yielding reasonably accurate predictions of negative social response to the spread of an
infectious disease. Out of over 1000 Dengue Fever events, we precisely predicted over
half of the rare NSR occurrences. Although seemingly random to a non-expert, these
results indicate that NSR is algorithmically predictable. An expanded biosurveillance
system could be successfully implemented to identify and mitigate these adverse
events in the future.
In addition to better detection of negative social response, the predictive model
is also important for post-analysis. It helps guide future data collection; for example,
variables with low predictive power can indicate that the feature or feature values need
to be redefined to better capture the real world behavior of an outbreak. Using an
algorithmic approach, we can identify what the data is lacking and other ways it can
be improved to take advantage of automated detection capabilities. The predictive
model presented in this research will enable decision makers to better characterize
and predict infectious disease events, in order to mitigate the adverse effects.
5.2 Future Work
Future research should include several additions and modifications to both the social
network model and the predictive model.
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Updates to the Epidemic Social Response Model :
• Provide analytic solutions. It would be useful to predict the maximum NSR level
achieved by the model, the time until the process dies out, or how quickly the
disease or NSR diffuses through the population, given a set of fixed interaction
probabilities.
• Apply the simulations to other real world examples and expand the sensitivity
analysis of the parameters.
• Create separate contact networks for the disease process and the NSR process,
and compare the performance of the model under a variety of network
topologies. Increase the size of the test networks and introduce different classes
of agents (with varying levels of influence on their neighbors).
• Examine alternative disease processes, such as SEIR, MSEIR or SIS. Depending
on the disease being studied, some epidemiology models are more accurate than
others. For instance, SIS is often better for endemic infections.
• Examine the effect of policy actions on negative social response and on the
infections. For example, how do media blasts, quarantines, or vaccinations
impact the model?
Updates to the Data-driven Predictive Model :
• Expand the analysis beyond Dengue Fever to other diseases and regions.
• The data also includes a free text description of each event. Future research
should extract any relevant additional information for predicting NSR.
• Analyze how negative social response spreads between outbreaks. Use the data
updates to predict whether an outbreak will develop NSR in the future, or
whether future unrelated outbreaks will develop a response due to a past NSR
event.
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While the results in this work currently exist at the fringes of biosurveillance,
the field is rapidly growing and diversifying. The increasing availability of data and
growing need for stronger detection capabilities are driving ever greater expansion.
This study provides a framework for the future examination of many different disease
consequences, in addition to social response. We are confident that this work is merely
a foundation of much more research to come.
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